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Virus as Foreign Invader: U.S. Voters & the Immigration Debate

REBECCA SHARPLESS*

Nativist sentiments against classes of immigrants have existed since colonial times. But views about immigration and immigrants drive U.S. electoral politics now more than ever, accounting for a significant number of voters who crossed party lines in the 2016 presidential election. The COVID-19 pandemic has the potential to harden deeply-held beliefs about outsider threats and further entrench the polarization of public views on immigration. During his campaigns and term in office, President Trump popularized nativism, breaking from the received wisdom of the Republican party. Casting the virus as a foreign invader, he built on fears of the contagion to alter immigration policy in fundamental ways, including shutting down the border and eviscerating asylum protections. Nativism has allowed President Trump and his supporters to harmonize their contradictory beliefs that, on the one hand, anti-virus public health measures do not require strong collective action within the country, but, on the other, they justify extreme restrictions against immigrants. Over the long term, changing demographics and an increasingly positive view of immigrants and immigration signal that the country is on a trajectory to a more open society. In the short term, however, the Biden administration must contend with the surge of nativism stoked by President Trump and exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

* Professor of Law and Director, Immigration Clinic, University of Miami School of Law. I am grateful to law students Jose Ortega and Luciana Jhon Urrunaga for their research assistance.
INTRODUCTION

U.S. electoral politics embodies a seeming contradiction when it comes to immigration. On the one hand, support for a more open immigration policy is at an all-time high within both major parties.\(^1\) On the other, restrictionist views on immigration may have pushed Donald Trump to victory over Hillary Clinton, accounting for some of the largely white voters who switched parties to vote for President Trump in 2016.\(^2\) For a critical minority of voters, views about immigration appear to drive their votes.\(^3\) With immigration continuing to take center stage in U.S. partisan politics, it remains to be seen the extent to which the global COVID-19 pandemic will exacerbate the already highly polarized debate about immigration policy. This Article argues that the U.S. response to the COVID-19 threat could harden views about immigration and immigrants. Time will tell whether the nation’s experience during the pandemic will have an

\(^{1}\) See infra notes 60-64 and accompanying discussions.

\(^{2}\) Based on a review of three studies, the Center for Politics estimated that between 6.7 and 9.2 million people who voted for President Obama also voted for President Trump. Geoffrey Skelley, *Just How Many Obama 2012-Trump 2016 Voters Were There?*, CTR. FOR POL. (June 1, 2017), http://centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/articles/just-how-many-obama-2012-trump-2016-voters-were-there/. The study conducted by the Cooperative Congressional Election Study (“CCES”) found that about 6.7 million people who voted for President Trump in 2016 also voted for President Obama in 2012. *Id.*; see also Sean McElwee et al., Opinion, *The Missing Obama Millions*, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 10, 2018), https://nyti.ms/2Gdurxm (analyzing demographics of CCES data that recorded those who voted for President Obama in 2012 and those who did not vote in 2016); Sabrina Tavernise & Robert Gebeloff, *They Voted for Obama, Then Went for Trump. Can Democrats Win Them Back?*, N.Y. TIMES (May 4, 2018), https://nyti.ms/2KBdsH1 (estimating that 9% of voters who supported President Obama in 2012 voted for President Trump in 2016).

\(^{3}\) See infra notes 20-23 and accompanying text.
enduring restrictionist effect on how immigration plays into upcoming elections.

President Trump placed immigration restrictionism at the heart of his presidential campaign and his presidency. His speeches were rife with anti-immigrant rhetoric and policy proposals. The White House’s website listed immigration as one of four topics on its home page, sharing top billing with the economy, national security, and the budget. The immigration landing page featured uniformed men from Customs and Border Protection, conveying the President’s emphasis on immigration enforcement. The page projected President Trump’s “America first” view of the world and his promises to build a border wall, step up deportations, and replace the family-based immigration with one that emphasizes professional skills. The messaging invoked “safety” as a concern, as well as the “assimilation” of immigrants.

The Trump administration used executive power to alter the immigration rules in fundamental ways. Immigration authorities separated young children from their parents’ arms and detained them. The President disrupted international travel and family reunification overnight through his travel bans directed at Muslim majority

---

4 See, e.g., President Donald J. Trump, Speech on Immigration (Jan. 8, 2019), in Full Transcripts: Trump’s Speech on Immigration and the Democratic Response, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 8, 2019), https://nyti.ms/2RCDTCt (calling for Congress to fund a physical barrier and claiming that immigrants have a negative impact on U.S. society).
8 Immigration, supra note 6.
9 Id.
10 Julie Hirschfeld Davis & Michael D. Shear, How Trump Came to Enforce a Practice of Separating Migrant Families, N.Y. TIMES (Jun. 16, 2018), https://nyti.ms/2JSUGdB.
nations, prompting mass protests.\textsuperscript{11} He all but shut down asylum claims at the southern border by making applicants wait in Mexico for their court hearings and automatically denying asylum to anyone who traveled through Mexico to reach the border.\textsuperscript{12} His administration promulgated sweeping new regulations that restrict access to asylum.\textsuperscript{13} Less in the headlines were administrative moves that overturned longstanding agency precedent through action by the Attorney General, diminished the independence of the immigration court, and withdrew discretion to release detained immigrants.\textsuperscript{14} Advocates have tracked no less than 1,037 changes to immigration law and policy during President Trump’s time in office.\textsuperscript{15}

President Trump’s choice to highlight immigration broke from the received wisdom of the Republican Party, which warned that immigration could divide the party and alienate swing voters.\textsuperscript{16} Mitt Romney’s 2012 bid for the presidency, for example, focused on the


\textsuperscript{14} See Marouf, supra note 12, at 88–98.

\textsuperscript{15} IMMIGR. POL’Y TRACKING PROJECT, https://www.immpolicytracking.org (tracking all Trump administration immigration policy changes since 2017, including 55 presidential orders) (last visited Jan. 13, 2020).

economy and health care.\textsuperscript{17} He pitched himself as a moderate Republican with an eye to amassing broad support.\textsuperscript{18} In contrast, President Trump tapped into primal fears about outsiders as part of his campaign strategy.\textsuperscript{19} Studies show that people voted for President Trump in 2016 if they held the general belief that immigrants pose a security risk.\textsuperscript{20} In particular, white voters who held these beliefs were more likely to have crossed party lines to vote for President Trump.\textsuperscript{21} Immigration issues around cultural identity drove these voters, even if it meant crossing party lines and ignoring economic and safety net policies more favored by Democrats.\textsuperscript{22}


\textsuperscript{22} See Wright & Esses, \textit{supra} note 20 (describing a study that found that voters who supported President Obama in 2012 and later voted for President Trump in 2016 were more strongly motivated by specific immigration and racial attitudes
writing in the years leading up to the 2016 election correctly predicted that immigration would be a wedge issue that would push a segment of Democrats into the Republican Party.  

Immigration is sure to remain front and center in American politics for years to come. The extreme immigration policies promulgated by the Trump administration provoked a heated debate that will likely continue beyond President Biden’s inauguration. As the voting demographics continue to tilt toward the more diverse and cosmopolitan, the gulf between the left and right grows, promising to make immigration even more of a lightning rod than in the past.

The COVID-19 global pandemic has added another dimension to the politics of immigration. The pandemic, like all major public health threats, has instilled fear. This fear includes an anxiety about the virus being spread by people crossing boundaries, be they national, regional, or state. It comes as no surprise that the threat than economic policy); Cox et al., supra note 21 (analyzing findings that indicate that immigration and culture were more salient issues than economy in the 2016 election).


of infectious disease has fostered fear of outsiders, or nativism, especially when the disease has, or is assumed to have, originated from abroad. As the nation contends with the public health challenges posed by the spread of the virus—what President Trump dubbed the “invisible enemy”—it must also guard against the impulse to close society more permanently.

This Article illustrates the link between reactions to major public health threats and nativism and demonstrates how the Trump administration exploited, rather than defused, the tendency toward restrictionism during the COVID-19 pandemic. Part I provides a brief history of how the American public has viewed immigrants and immigration from the colonial period to the present. Part II recounts the historical and psychological evidence that infectious disease pandemics foster inter-group conflict and scapegoating of vulnerable and discriminated against groups. Part III argues that the COVID-19 pandemic has triggered restrictionist tendencies in the United States, which were stoked by the Trump administration. Part IV looks forward, beyond the pandemic and the 2020 election.

I. IMMIGRATION IN THE PUBLIC EYE

One of the many constitutive histories of the United States is the shifting view of people arriving from abroad. Despite the country’s ethnic pluralism and historical emphasis on encouraging immigration, “in” and “out” groups have existed throughout U.S. history. Early immigrants who were not British and Protestant were met with ambivalence and anxiety over whether they would assimilate. Race and ethnicity-based attacks existed from the earliest of colonial days. The need for laborers and the genocidal push to take over land occupied by Native Americans, however, kept federal borders open.

29 See Wu, supra note 28; Cole, supra note 27.
33 See id. at 11–12.
34 HING, supra note 32, at 19–21.
With the increase in Irish immigration in the mid-19th century, nativism was on the rise.\(^{35}\) This period was marked by religious fault lines and vitriolic branding of the Irish as intemperate and prone to criminality.\(^{36}\) Post-Civil War society demanded new immigrants to construct railroads, mine coal and iron, and build industry.\(^{37}\) As acceptance of the Irish grew, new waves of immigrants from Asia and eastern and southern Europe were scorned as racially inferior and unable to assimilate.\(^{38}\) In 1875 and 1882, the first federal immigration exclusion laws were passed, directed at sex workers, people convicted of a crime, and Chinese immigrants.\(^{39}\) Calls for mass restriction on immigration, however, could not displace the need for labor.\(^{40}\) Borders remained largely open, and 1880 to 1924 marked the period of large-scale immigration into the United States, with approximately 27 million people arriving on U.S. shores.\(^{41}\)

World War I brought concern about the loyalty of the foreign-born, fueling restrictionism. A movement to ensure thorough assimilation of the newly immigrated gained momentum.\(^{42}\) In 1921, Congress passed the first national origin quotas legislation, seeking to limit new immigration proportionally to the ethnicities already in the country, with an exemption for immigrants from the Western

---

\(^{35}\) \textit{Id.} at 21.


\(^{40}\) \textit{See Hing, supra} note 32, at 21.


\(^{42}\) \textit{See Hing, supra} note 32, at 62–63.
Hemisphere. The quotas remained in place until their repeal in the Civil Rights era. The Great Depression further reduced immigration, and emigration outpaced immigration by almost three-fold. Restrictionism predominated during World War II, leading to the tragic exclusion of the victims of Nazi genocide. The need for labor prompted the country to look south, to Mexico. In the post-war period, as a reaction to WWII atrocities, attitudes toward immigration liberalized. For a time, America embraced its identity as a safe haven for the oppressed.

The 1950s brought the Red Scare and, with it, a new wave of nativism. The first comprehensive immigration legislation, the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, preserved the national origins quota system biased in favor of immigration from northern Europe. However, in 1953, a Commission appointed by President Truman issued a report recommending elimination of the national quota system and adoption of a nondiscriminatory and open immigration policy. This effort was continued by President Kennedy,

---

45 Shuck, supra note 44, at 119.
47 Shuck, supra note 44, at 119.
49 Hing, supra note 32, at 73; see Daniel Kanstroom, Deportation Nation 173–75 (2007).
who ushered in legislation that put an end to the national origins quota.\textsuperscript{52}

In 1980, the Refugee Act brought the United States into compliance with international human rights norms concerning the treatment of refugees—a legacy of World War II.\textsuperscript{53} In 1986, under the Reagan administration, Congress passed legislative measures to reduce unauthorized immigration.\textsuperscript{54} But at the same time, it enacted two broadscale amnesty programs that conferred lawful status on 2.7 million people.\textsuperscript{55} To date, the United States has yet to re-experience the politics needed to pass such a comprehensive legalization program. By the 1990s, concerns about unauthorized immigration had grown.\textsuperscript{56} In 1996, Congress and President Clinton enacted two major pieces of legislation that expanded the grounds of deportation and restricted defenses to deportation and jurisdiction in the federal courts.\textsuperscript{57} The September 11 terrorist attacks prompted legislation to further broaden grounds for detention and deportation based on suspected terrorism.\textsuperscript{58}

\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 139. This legislation was ultimately passed into law in 1965 under President Johnson. Id. at 148; Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-236, 79 Stat. 911 (codified as amended in scattered provisions of 8 U.S.C.) (amending Immigration and Nationality Act).


\textsuperscript{56} Bon Tempo, supra note 53, at 189.


\textsuperscript{58} Robyn M. Rodriguez, (Dis)unity and Diversity in Post-9/11 America, 23 SOC. F. 379, 380–82 (2008); see Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
The 21st century has been marked by legislative intransigence concerning immigration. Efforts to pass comprehensive immigration legislation failed in 2006 and 2007 due to partisan disagreement about the balance between legalizing the over 11 million undocumented population and law enforcement actions. Since then, no substantial immigration legislation has succeeded in passing both the House and the Senate.

But despite the two-decades long stalemate on major immigration legislation, Gallup reported in 2019 that “Americans’ opinions on the impact immigration has on . . . society have shifted in a more positive direction over the past two decades.” This favorable view of immigrants exceeds public opinion from before the sweeping amnesty legislation in the early 1980s during the Reagan administration. Almost two-thirds of poll responders today believe immigrants help the country “because of their hard work and talents,” while only about a quarter believe immigrants are a burden “because they take jobs, housing[,] and health care.” But while the overall positive view of immigrants has increased, the partisan divide has widened. The percentage of Democrats who say immigrants strengthen the country has increased from 32% in 1994 to 83%.

---


today, whereas Republicans are divided in attitudes about immigrants: 38% believe they strengthen the country, while 49% view them as a burden.63 Overall, the percentage of Republicans who have a positive view of immigrants is up 8% since 1994.64

Changing demographics may account for some of the softening of views on immigration. Of those eligible to vote, 10% are immigrants.65 Almost a quarter of U.S. citizen children have parents who were born elsewhere.66 In the 2020 election, people of color accounted for one third of the electorate.67 Demographers predict that by 2044, white people will be in the minority.68 The influx of young people into the electorate will also increase the number of voters with pro-immigrant views. A study has shown that 75% of millennials believe that immigrants strengthen our country, compared to 52% of baby boomers.69

With (and perhaps because of) this change in demographics, the views of a minority of voters, largely white, have hardened. President Trump ran a successful campaign fueled by a cocktail of optimism (“Make America Great Again”), anti-intellectualism, and the

63 Id.
64 Id.
69 Jones, supra note 60.
stoking of nativist and racist fears. He built on the successes of the Tea Party, a reaction to the election of President Obama, identified with the rise of the young, urban, and diverse.70 Anxieties about immigration propelled President Trump to victory in the 2016 election. Voters with deeply held restrictionist beliefs crossed party lines to support President Trump.71 These voters prioritized immigration restrictionism over traditionally Democratic issues, such as health care, safety net services, and the prioritization of consumers over corporations. Fears and anxieties relating to race and national identity lead to voting against economic interest. President Trump continued to make immigration a wedge issue during the 2020 election72 and its aftermath.73

II. INFECTIOUS DISEASE AND XENOPHOBIA

Both history and psychology teach that the outbreak of infectious disease instills fear, which can lead to the stigmatization, aggression, and denigration of vulnerable groups and people
considered outsiders.74 “Stigma, to be honest, is more dangerous than the virus itself,” observes Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the Director-General of the World Health Organization (the “WHO”).75

History demonstrates that people blame epidemics on other nations and peoples.76 Foreigners, prostitutes, Jews, and the poor were blamed for plague outbreaks.77 Tuberculosis was labeled the “Jewish disease.”78 Italians were viewed as responsible for polio, the Irish for cholera.79 More recently, the SARS outbreak resulted in the stigmatization of U.S. Chinese communities, even though New York’s Chinatown had no reported cases.80 The 2009 H1N1 pandemic was first detected in the United States81 but was called “Mexican swine


75 Serhan & McLaughlin, supra note 74.

76 See Dorothy Nelkin & Sander L. Gilman, Placing Blame for Devastating Disease, 55 SOC. RES. 361, 363–67 (1988); see also PATRICIA J. FANNING, INFLUENZA AND INEQUALITY, 6 (2010) (immigrants from Ireland, France, Germany, Asia, Italy, Haiti, and Mexico were viewed as responsible for yellow fever, cholera, bubonic plague, polio, diphtheria, HIV/AIDS, and influenza).


78 Mariano Martini et al., The Intriguing Story of Jews’ Resistance to Tuberculosis, 1850-1920, 21 ISR. MED. ASSOC. J. 222, 222 (2019).

79 Kenny, supra note 77.


Africans were blamed for Ebola, as well as HIV/AIDS, together with Haitians.83

Patricia J. Fanning describes this phenomenon as present in colonial America, “where by the late eighteenth century colonists had internalized the notion that the American continent was a virginal territory, free of corruption and disease,” such that “when illness struck, people looked elsewhere for a cause and found it in the immigrant population.”84 What Fanning describes as “medicalized nativism” was all too present during the devastating 1918 influenza epidemic in the United States.85 According to the Center for Disease Control, the epidemic was “the most severe pandemic in recent history.”86 About 500 million people—one third of the world’s population at the time—became infected and estimates are that 21 to 100 million people died.87 The virus claimed approximately 670,000 lives in the United States.88 At the time, the U.S. population was less than a third of what it is today.89


83 Sarah Monson, Ebola as African: American Media Discourses of Panic and Otherization, AFR. TODAY, Spring 2017, at 3 (discussing how American media’s coverage of 2014 Ebola outbreak led to stigmatization of Africans living in the United States and individuals returning from West Africa); Nelkin & Gilman, supra note 76, at 364.

84 FANNING, supra note 76, at 5 (citing ALAN KRAUT, SILENT TRAVELERS: GERMS, GENES, AND THE “IMMIGRANT MENACE” 3 (1994)).

85 See id. at 6.


87 Id.

88 Id.

Although the origin of the influenza virus is uncertain, evidence suggests that it started in Haskell County, Kansas.90 However, the disease was commonly referred to as the “Spanish flu.”91 The spread of influenza, like other diseases before it, was largely blamed on recent immigrant populations from southern and eastern Europe, viewed as living in unsanitary conditions because they had not sufficiently assimilated.92 Poor immigrants endured inspections of their homes and monetary fines.93 Those suspected of being ill were forced into the hospital, while middle and upper class sufferers received treatment in their homes.94 The association of immigrants with influenza reinforced views that recent immigrants “were inferior and even dangerous.”95

Psychological studies have documented the association of hardship with the scapegoating of outsiders.96 In a preliminary study from the Czech Republic, researchers conducted a psychological experiment to measure hostility towards foreigners during the COVID-19 pandemic.97 While the country was under lockdown, subjects

91 Alan M. Kraut, Immigration, Ethnicity, and the Pandemic, 125 PUB. HEALTH REPS. (SUPPLEMENT 3) 123, 124 (2010); see ALFRED CROSBY, AMERICA’S FORGOTTEN PANDEMIC: THE INFLUENZA OF 1918, at 26 (2nd ed. 2003).
92 FANNING, supra note 76, at 100.
93 Id.
94 Id.
95 Id. at 101.
were primed to think about the pandemic and then asked to increase or decrease allocations of money to different individuals, including Czechs, Europeans, Americans, Africans, and Asians.\footnote{Id. at 5.} Participants primed to think about COVID-19 increased discrimination against foreigners by 41\%, compared to a control group.\footnote{Id. at 7, 21.} The study concluded that “exogenously elevating salience of thoughts related to the [COVID-19] pandemic magnifies hostility and discrimination against foreigners.”\footnote{Id. at 1.} The study also found “evidence of domestic divisions in the Czech society, which are comparable in magnitude to nation-based divisions.”\footnote{Id. at 9.} These results are consistent with other studies documenting hostility toward outgroups during pandemics and other times of economic or social stress.\footnote{See supra note 96 and accompanying text.}

III. U.S. COVID-19 RESPONSE AND IMMIGRATION RESTRICTIONISM

In the United States, the Trump administration capitalized on the pandemic-induced climate of fear and uncertainty to advance its restrictionist immigration agenda.104 As noted by Andrew Selee, director of the Migration Policy Institute in Washington, D.C., “[t]he border has always been a symbol in [the President’s] larger worldview about dangers coming from the outside.”105 President Trump’s rhetoric around the virus invokes the image of a foreign invader with whom we are locked in battle. He talks of needing to “take our country back” from “the invisible enemy.”106 His so-called liberation tweets also reflect the idea of invasion by a foreign force.107

President Trump’s reactions and those of his followers simultaneously under and over-estimate the nature of the public health crisis. On the one hand, supporters of the Trump administration portray the threat posed by the virus as an overreaction fueled by liberal intellectuals and alarmist doctors.108 On the other, the same constituency supports using the threat as justification for restrictionist immigration policies and aggressive policies against perceived

outsiders.\textsuperscript{109} Under this logic, the virus poses no real threat to us except when outsiders might have it. When health policies interfere with our own lives and require collective action to keep people safe, the personal cost is concrete and felt deeply. But at the same time, we appear to have no qualm enforcing restrictions on others that we refuse to bear ourselves.

President Trump pointed to the virus as a reason for the southern border wall, the shutdown of asylum processing on the southern border, and a temporary ban on many forms of immigration to the United States.\textsuperscript{110} Through a series of proclamations, President Trump closed immigration and travel to the United States for entire categories of individuals.\textsuperscript{111} He took these actions despite the lack of evidence that closing borders reduces the spread of disease.\textsuperscript{112}

President Trump had all but eliminated the processing of asylum claims at the southern border. Prior to the virus, the Administration had already installed a “Remain in Mexico” policy that turns away people seeking asylum at the border, including children and families, making them wait in Mexico for months for a hearing.\textsuperscript{113} In the

\textsuperscript{109} Shear & Haberman, supra note 104.


\textsuperscript{112} See Kenny, supra note 77 (stating that closing borders is a dated strategy in countering disease and that a coordinated worldwide response would be more effective).

midst of the COVID-19 threat, he took a step further, shuttering the
courts hearing the cases, placing applicants in indefinite limbo in
dangerous conditions in Mexico.114 Thousands of people live in in-
secure housing conditions on the Mexican side of the border with no
means of earning income.115 Assumed to have relatives north of the
border, these asylum applicants are at risk of being kidnapped and
held for ransom.116

On the U.S. side of the border, the Trump administration re-
turned to harsh detention policies, including for children and fami-
lies. It abandoned the Obama-era policy of exercising discretion
when deciding whether to detain people, taking an across-the-board
approach to detention.117 Even during the COVID-19 pandemic,

danger-from-abroad subtext of the President’s COVID-19 response rhetoric that fosters bias and violence against Asians and people of Asian descent. President Trump blamed Mexico for a spike in the virus during the summer of 2020.

President Trump’s association of particular people with the advent and spread of the virus ran contrary to the WHO’s conscious decision to not link the virus with a place of origin—a decision that stemmed from prior experiences when the naming of diseases led to stigma. The goal of avoiding names associated with places or people is “to minimize unnecessary negative impact of disease names on trade, travel, tourism or animal welfare, and avoid causing offence to any cultural, social, national, regional, professional or

---

125 Zaria Gorvett, The Tricky Politics of Naming the New Coronavirus, BBC (Feb. 16, 2020), https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200214-coronavirus-swine-flu-and-sars-how-viruses-get-their-names (discussing how H1N1 was originally called the “swine flu” and the “Mexican virus,” offending Jewish, Muslim, and Mexican communities); Hoppe, supra note 82, at 1462–63 (discussing the harmful effects of naming diseases after places, people, and animals and giving examples such as San Francisco’s imposition of a quarantine on its Chinatown, explicitly exempting non-Asians, during the bubonic plague outbreak in 1900 and the quarantining of Jewish immigrants during the 1892 cholera and typhus outbreaks).
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has similarly expressed concern over an increase in hate crimes during the pandemic. Crimes against people perceived as Asian or of Asian descent have increased with the advent of the virus in the United States. During health crises in the past, scapegoated groups of all kinds, including the Jewish and Muslim communities, became targets.

The pandemic has exposed insider/outsider fault lines based on geography in the United States. Aggression predicated on regionalism has emerged. Some have delineated between their own community, perceived as relatively safe, and the threat of outsiders

---


127 Josh Campbell, FBI Concerned About Potential for Hate Crimes During Coronavirus Pandemic, CNN (Apr. 21, 2020, 4:48 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/21/politics/ibihate-crimes-coronavirus/index.html (“[The FBI] remains ‘concerned about the potential for hate crimes by individuals and groups targeting minority populations in the United States who they believe are responsible for the spread of the virus.’”).


bringing in disease.\textsuperscript{131} Shocking reports of vigilante quarantines imposed on people perceived as from virus hotspots include a Maine community that felled a tree to block the driveway of people with New Jersey license plates.\textsuperscript{132} Similar incidents have taken place in Rhode Island, Hawaii, North Carolina, and Alaska.\textsuperscript{133}

The opportunity for promoting closed society policies created by the virus threat has not been lost on the political right. Steve Bannon has proclaimed a “new nationalism” born of the virus pandemic.\textsuperscript{134} As described above, President Trump advanced restrictionist immigration policies under the guise of public health. His supporters will likely continue this tactic beyond his tenure in office, especially because it holds potential to distract the public from its disapproval of how the Trump administration managed the outbreak.\textsuperscript{135}

CONCLUSION: LOOKING FORWARD

As society navigates the fallout from the virus, it must be aware of the tendency to underestimate the actions we personally must take to stem the spread and the tendency to overestimate the threat posed by perceived outsiders. The virus exacerbates deeply held beliefs about outsider threats and hardens already entrenched lines on immigration. As we seek to understand White House policies in 2020, we must view President Trump’s actions not as motivated solely by a concern for public health but as taking advantage of the peoples’ fear and uncertainty to push forward a deeply restrictionist immigration agenda. As the Biden administration prepares to govern,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{131} \textit{See id.} (documenting divide between states caused by COVID-19 as governors’ executive orders limit entrance of out-of-state visitors into their respective states).
\item \textsuperscript{133} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{135} \textit{See Trump Is Trying to Distract Us from His Coronavirus Failures — and People Aren’t Buying It}, AM.’S VOICE (April 23, 2020), https://americasvoice.org/blog/divide-and-distract-responses/.
\end{itemize}
especially in swing states, it must account for how voters feel about their sense of national and regional identity in the present moment.

The potent notion of virus as foreign invader threatens to upset life as we know it. As society reflects on the ways we are forever changed by the experience, it must guard against descent into mass nativism. What the future holds depends on whether one takes a short or long-term view. Given the steady change in voting demographics, it seems all but inevitable that U.S. society will demand a more open immigration policy. But the short-term is fraught by a surge of nativism, magnified by the stresses of the COVID-19 pandemic.